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« Is there a » Place for 
arthroscopic debridement
Indication, Limits,  Results



Arthroscopic surgery for OA
• Largely used until the 2000s
• Lavage alone

o Like irrigation
o Reduces inflammation proteins (Cytokines)

• Lavage plus:
o Cartilage

• Debridement
• Microfracture (focal defect)

o Meniscus
• Regularisation

o Synovectomy

• Literature very controversial
• Sometimes similar to medical treatment



2000 SFA Symposium
Multicentric & Retrospective

• Tibio femoral arthrosis treated arthroscopically

• Inclusion criteria
• 25% reduced joint line on AP shuss X-ray

• Exclusion criteriae
• Necrosis
• Isolated FP arthritis
• Inflamatory arthritis

257 cases
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Global Results
• 25 months FU

• Lequesne’s score = + 25%
• Preop 12,5 + 3,3 Postop 9,5 + 3,5 p<0,0001

• Pain at night p=0,005
• Pain first steps p=0,009
• Pain at walk p=0,04
• Walking range, stairs p<0,0001
• Bending p=0,003
• Irregular ground p=0,004

• 70% patients  satisfied
• 19,4% re-op (50 cases) : within 2 y for 70%
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In conclusion: data that does not favor arthroscopic surgery in cases of chronic knee pain
resistant to medical treatment This meta-analysis is the first of its kind to combine the analysis
of the benefits and risks of arthroscopic knee surgery by comparing it to other treatments and
by performing analyzes by subgroups (pronounced radiographic signs, physical condition,
intensity of initial pain, type of intervention, etc.). The results show that the clinical benefit of
this intervention is moderate in the short term, lower than that obtained with physical exercise
and not detectable in the long term. In addition, this technique, like any surgical intervention,
exposes to thromboembolic and infectious risks. It also risks worsening osteoarthritis in the
long term.
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medial knee pain after 40 years
è Think of a degenerative

pathology

1. X-Ray first

2. Then medical treatment

3. Poor result then MRI

4. Artrhscopy if instable 
meniscus lesion



Only Meniscectomy?

Suturing the symptomatic degenerative
meniscus, failing medical treatment, can be
considered as a therapeutic alternative. This
could be a wait-and-see treatment in this
hyperconstraint pathology where meniscal
preservation is decisive.



OTHERS GO FURTHER

Elder patient
Brutal pain

Modest Trauma



Elder ? (48 -72)

The MMRT pull-out repair group had better clinical
results than the conservative treatment group.



TECHNIQUE

Automatic gripper
absorbable suture

Root type viewfinder
Endobutton or screw

Discharge 6 weeks



STRATEGIE:
FIRST HAVE A CLEAR IDEA OF THE INTERNAL COMPARTMENT

• Ahlbäck:
• 1 & 2 conservative treatment
• 3 & 4 prosthetic surgery

èCone Beam CT 3 x more than an X-Ray

IMPORTANCE OF WEIGHT BEARING X-RAYS



Define cartilaginous lesions
location, Surface, Depth

• MRIè T2Mapping

SOMETIMES WE HAVE TO GO FURTHER,
PARTICULARLY WITH OUR YOUNGEST PATIENTS



• First medical treatment and stopping sports 
in charge

• If no significant improvement then 
arthroscopy 

è Treatment may be quicker if there are 
acute joint crises or blockages



DEBRIDE UNSTABLE LESIONS

but repairing an unstable meniscal 
lesion is not a fault • Remove mechanical interference:

o Cartilage flaps
o Meniscal tears
o Impinging osteophytes
o Avoid chondroplasty of stable cartilage



MENISCECTOMY

not always good outcome

èOnly unstable lesion

è patient informed of the risk of progression 
of osteoarthritis



And associated treatments ?

• Arthro + HA  (delayed injection)

• Arthro + PRP (delayed or not)

• Arthro + PRP + HA  

• Arthro + cells

• …



Keep in mind 
that arthroscopy is not a trivial procedure

Arthroscopy before TKA increases
the rates of revision,

Arthroscopy appears to offer
limited benefit at the cost of
poorer outcomes when they
require arthroplasty in the future.



CONCLUSION
• Analyze the problem of the origin of internal compartment pain 

carefully

• Apart from acute blockages, allow time for medical treatment

• Arthroscopy retains a place for the removal of symptomatic unstable 
lesions

• It is necessary to keep some indications of meniscal repair


